RUPERT CROFT-COOKE
Kingdom  Come
the very idea of this novel is a stirring one. It is the story
of a young man with one of those fantastic reputations
which, since the war, have sprung up in the world of enter-
tainment—a fame as universal and extravagant as that of
Charlie Chaplin, Noel Coward, or Greta Garbo. The
victim of celebrity in this case is a naturally simple and
sensitive man, bewildered by the monstrous demands of
such a life. We read of his attempt to "live", as he calls it,
"to watch his wife suckle his baby under his own vine-
tree".
. Rey Landel, the protagonist, seeks refuge and rebirth
in a remote Spanish village, where he loves and marries.
From the moment of his arrival there, the interest of the
story becomes dual. There is Key's own desperate attempt
to achieve the simplicity and fulfilment he craves. But
there are also the villagers. In a small community, so
completely isolated, the character of each of these has a
tremendous import for his fellows. At first Rey is a much-
discussed mystery to them. But in time their curiosity
turns to fear, for he becomes, in a sense, the conscience of
each of them—their nemesis. Every mean and illicit
act half forgotten is recalled by the presence of this stranger,
who may be a spy, or an investigator, but who is,at any rate
unknown and therefore terrible to them. In die final
climax their apprehension and Rey's brave attempt, fuse
into a tremendous and tragic piece of intensely moving
narrative,
As Mr* Croft-Copke's novels have been published one
after another his readers have felt that, interesting though
they may have been in their different ways, there would
sooner or later come a book in which all this author's
powers would be concentrated, and critics have repeatedly
expressed this view* The publishers have no hesitation
ta designa-tteg kingdom come as that book.
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